
D r a z: grabs dirty and twirlsher round in my arms  
dirtyrpgirl: aw smiles..and falls into your arms and dances with you 

D r a z: hand in her back as we sway and step slowly around 
Gabriela92: watches the dancers.... 
D r a z: presse dirty intome as we slowly pulse intoeach other  

dirtyrpgirl: letting my feet shuffle slowly..........my hips moving gently...the soft material of the 
thin strap dress moves with my body 
dirtyrpgirl: prssing my face to Draz's chest......... 

D r a z: slowly dips dirty over and outsretched leg and pullsher back up   and swinges her  
round on the spot as we ckling to each other 

dirtyrpgirl: my hair flys out as well as my dress as you swing me...........arching back 
some...............smiling at you 
D r a z: smiles as i  run fingers through dirtys hair as we sway to  the tune  ... moving as one 

round the her arching back held secure in my out stretched fingers 
dirtyrpgirl: omgggggggggggggggggggggg...smiles and falls back into your arms.............letting 
my hips sway to the beat.................my bare feet moving across the floor 

D r a z: pressing  her tighter into me as the tune changes .....  as i brush my cheeks on dirty’s 
......... closer  to  you ..closer  to  you ,,,wrapping my arms roound you 
daviddirects: they really dance well together.. 
dirtyrpgirl: singing softly to you as i lay my head back to your shoulder 
dirtyrpgirl: melts to the saxaphone 
pvclucygirl: perfect pair i smile 

dirtyrpgirl: smiles over at david....whispers...thank you 
dirtyrpgirl: as you raise your arm..i spin and slide under it.then spins back to your 
chest................ 

D r a z:  sways  softly  as one as my hand presses her head tomy big shoulder ..bennding over  
her slightly as  i press fingers to hodl her in the back  
dirtyrpgirl: my head rolling left to right slowly as i hear you sing to me 

dirtyrpgirl: letting my behind move to the beat 
dirtyrpgirl: deep in the night........................... 

Gabriela92: mmm... lovely 
D r a z:  smiles at  dirty as we sway gently moving round the floor  ...closer  to  you ...... ...... 
smiling feeling the sway of  dirty’s hips on my thighs  

dirtyrpgirl: swaying to the sax again...............lost in one of my favorite songs 
dirtyrpgirl: feeling you lead me around the floor as i smile at you 
trisha_29: awwwwwwwwww 

dirtyrpgirl: omg...my panties dont stand a chance...lol 
Gabriela92: lol 
dirtyrpgirl: sways tightly to you..........looking into your eyes.....singing with you 

D r a z: smiling as we slowly   move  .........   holding her tight  tome ....... im going to start a 
fight ,.......you will feel the heat ,......give into me  ....... smiles and pulse into dirty  
D r a z:  give in to me  

dirtyrpgirl: come on.comeon.....................into my arms......come come give into 
meeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
D r a z:  takes her hand in mine as we sway and kisses  the fngertips  as we lock eyes and 

move round gently to  the beat 
dirtyrpgirl: my hand clenching yours tightly.....our faces close together.i can feel your 

breath..as we sing together 
dirtyrpgirl: give into meeeeeeeeeeeeee 
D r a z:  come on .come on intomy arms  ............. gie intome as i pulse gently into dirty  

D r a z:  smiles as fingers slip in dirtys hair abnd press her head into mine ............give into m 
Gabriela92: wonderful dance, you two! 
D r a z: breathes deep 



daviddirects: that was very nice 
dirtyrpgirl: the only thing that would be better then dancing to this song?.....................making 

love on satin sheets to it..whew 
dirtyrpgirl: ty gabi 
dirtyrpgirl: ty david 

D r a z: smiles and bows  to dirty ........mmmmmmmmmm and kisses her hand .......thanks for  
the dance  
D r a z: leads her back  to  the stool   

dirtyrpgirl: taking Draz's hand as he leads me back to the bar...kissing his cheek......thank You 
...that was wonderful 

D r a z: smiles and winks at dirty  
daviddirects: tune! 
dirtyrpgirl: oh i loved it..as always Draz 

D r a z:  me too ........always  
dirtyrpgirl: you know what those songs mean to me....smiles 
D r a z:  laffs ,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.yes i do 

D r a z:  kisses  yourcheeks 

 

 

 

dirtyrpgirl: falling on my belly on the couch....my legs bouncing to delbert,john and 
lyle.....waiting for the oil 
dirtyrpgirl: too much stuff........ 

trisha_29: blinks my eyes ...tucking a strand of hair back behind my ear 
reforger2002: moves over by trisha 

reforger2002:  
dirtyrpgirl: shaking my hiney as i wiggle under the blanket 
D r a z: takes  the paper of an ameretto cookie  and eats  the cookie .......rolls  the paper into a 

tube ................ lights  the top of  the paper and watches tyhe lit paper rises up on fire 
.before falling down to  the table in ashes  

trisha_29: why are you moving by me forger? 
reforger2002: should I get the fire extinguisher draz? 
tracyb22: looks at dirty laying there. pours oil into palms of my hands. then slowly rubs them 

over dirty's shoulders. 
D r a z: nope its in ashes as it falles down 
reforger2002: ok - hate to burn the place down 

Maxillary_Nerve: nice trick Draz....my grandma used to do that to those wrappers  
Maxillary_Nerve: seriously she did, its like a mini paper lantern  
tracyb22: gently rubbing and deepening each stroke over each shoulder. bending down and 

softly kissing the oily flesh as my tongue slides out and glides over each shoulder blade. 
trisha_29: runs my finger slowly around the opening of my bottle 
D r a z: it really is ..........i do it in restauarants ....should see peoples faces ........ laffs 

dirtyrpgirl: moaning out softly as i feel your hands on my shoulders...oh yes that does feel good 
Maxillary_Nerve: presses his palm on the table flat flexing his fingers  
tracyb22: kneading and pressing down into her sweet warm flesh as my thumbs circles and 

deepens up and down the back of her neck. 
trisha_29: biting at  a corner of my bottom lip 

dirtyrpgirl: oh gawd yesssssssssssss..pressing my face into the pillow as my body just shivers 
Maxillary_Nerve: extends his index finger, traces circles in the condensation on the table  



tracyb22: softly blowing warmly over your exposed flesh before rubbing up and down further 
on your back. all the way down to your sweet lil ass. stopping at the top of your ass before 

my hands gently rubs all the way back up to your shoulders then pressing kneading pushing 
down firmly as i lean and kiss your neck softly. my tongue sneaks out again to taste your 
skin. 

tracyb22: soft moisten lips sensually kissing pecking at your neck as my hands works their 
way back down and rest upon your ass cheeks. grasping and cradling each cheek into my 
warm hands i began to squeeze cuddle caress each cheek.  

trisha_29: grins a bratty lil grin....lifting the bottle to my lips..the tip of my tongue darting out 
to swirl over the opening slowly...lips parting and pursing around ...tilting my head back a bit 
and taking a long drink...swallowing the cold liquid down...not letting a drop slip from my 
lips 
dirtyrpgirl: feeling your hands on the back of my panty covered booty as they rub back 

upwards....smiling as i feel your lips to my neck.... 
tracyb22: hands tenderly playfully enjoying the touch of your ass under my hands as i massage 
them firmly but with a gentle touch. 

dirtyrpgirl: the satin robe moving up my body as i squim on my tummy on the couch 
tracyb22: running hands back up over your back and then softly massages each shoulder 
again.  

Maxillary_Nerve: cracks his knuckles at the bratty grin as he shifts his weight in his seat, lazily wetting two 
fingers  in the condensation, palm flat  on the table curling them through the puddle the glass has left on 
the table.  

dirtyrpgirl: rolling over onto my back now...looking into your eyes as putting your hands under 
the front of my robe...here would feel good too....smiling at you 
tracyb22: looking down into your beautiful eyes as my hands slide up under your robe and 

glides over your tummy.  
trisha_29: draws my head back up after taking the long drink..the sound of the bottle popping 
loudly as i pull it from my tight lips...running my little pink tongue slowly over my bottom 
lip...curling the warm wet muscle and gliding it lightly along my top lip....arching a delicate 
brow at the sound of the cracking knuckles 

dirtyrpgirl: moaning softly at your touch....feeling a little shudder rushing through my body as i 
put my hands onto yours..quiding them up and down my upper body....whispering ..that 
feels soo good 

tracyb22: letting my long red nails rake softly over your tummy and up over each covered 
breast. leaning down to place my lips onto yours as i kiss them tenderly before squeezing 
each breast. massaging them so soft so sensual. 

D r a z:  wipes  the bar watching  
reforger2002: i back 
reforger2002: kinda 

dirtyrpgirl: my knees lifting as my feet place flat onto the couch...my hands rubbing up and 
down the small of your back and to your shapely backside.....savoring the kiss...sucking in 
your tounge delicately 

Maxillary_Nerve: *curls his finger, beconing trisha to get her sexy self over here*  
tracyb22: fingers gliding up your neckline doing small circles around and then down between 
your breast before resting on your tummy. the tip of my fingers slowly tracing up and down 

over your tummy. 
dirtyrpgirl: wb forger....giggles..then kisses tracy again....a long passionate lingering kiss 

dirtyrpgirl: lifting and lowering my hips with my legs as i grind to you as you rest in between 
my open thighs.......... 
trisha_29: smirks a little..setting the bottle on the bar...breathing in deeply...slithering my 
hands down along my sides before slowly making my way over to max...never breaking eye 
contact as i do...each little step causing my hips to sway slowly back and forth....stopping 
directly in front of him 



dirtyrpgirl: whispering into your ear as i lift closer to you.............. 
tracyb22: deepening the kiss as i nibble gently on your bottom lip as one of my tiny fingers 

does circles around your belly button. smiling to you as my hands explore and gently moves 
over the front of your delicate sweet flesh. 
D r a z: smiles watching the girls  as i wipe the bar  

Maxillary_Nerve: *eyes fixed on her as she walks over, each step echoing in the room as she moves, the 
shilouette as sexy as its owner,  looking up at her as she stops , running a finger up the seam of her 
jeans, smirking*  

tracyb22: listens closely before giving your lips another peck as my hands continue to 
sensually touch and massage the front of your body under your robe.  

dirtyrpgirl: grabbing your faces with my hands as i drawl you to me...the kiss growing in 
intensity as out breathing heightens 
trisha_29: grins looking at you...the feel of your finger gliding along the seam of my jeans 
making me shiver softly...mind swirling remembering...shifting my stance a little bit as i feel 
my knees buckle a bit...the rise and fall of my chest becoming stronger as i try to maintain 
my composure 

dirtyrpgirl: rolling from under you i slide off the edge of the couch and stand up...the robe 
open..my green bra and panties showing from under the tiny robe as i hold out my hand to 
you...would you like to go upstairs tracy? 

tracyb22: blushes yes i would love to dirty. 
D r a z:  jingles  the keys  
D r a z:  passes  a key  to dirtyys room to her  

dirtyrpgirl: bending down to kiss you as you sit in those tight jeans and sways with my panties 
exposing out from the back of the robe as it hangs open to you 
Maxillary_Nerve: sees the tremble...looks up at her and leans back against the plush cusion, crossing his 

arms and smiles out of the corner of his mouth....  
tracyb22: stands up and takes dirty hand. smiling. 
dirtyrpgirl: stands smiling at Draz as i walk over and take the keys....thank You....lets go 

tracy.......leading her to the stairs...stopping at the bottom stair to kiss you again as my 
fingers undo your jeans 

tracyb22: giggles softly. wallking behind her with my hand in hers. 
D r a z: smiles and sends a bottleiof champares and some glasses  up to dirtys room 
dirtyrpgirl: bye for now everybody...waves to the room as i take tracy upstairs 

dirtyrpgirl: thank You Draz...smiles...and walks up the stairs 
tracyb22: turns and waves as i follow closely 
Maxillary_Nerve: *waves to dirty without breaking his gaze*  

D r a z: waves  to the 2 girls .... 
trisha_29: squints my eyes a little as i watch you...chewing on a corner of my bottom 
lip...giving my ass a little wiggle and slowly leaning down to you...my lips brushing against 
your ear...long locks falling down against your chest...my warm breath caressing softly as i 
whisper...... 
trisha_29: grinning as i hear the music playing...shifting my stance so my feet are on each side 
of yours....my hands grasping at the arms of the chair...pressing my ass out and swaying it 
with the beat of the music...bending my legs and lowering down to squat in front of 
you...thighs spread wide...pressing against the outsides of your legs...pulling my hands from 
the arms of the chair to spread my fingers over the top of your thighs...sliding my hands up 
slowly...looking up at you through long dark eye lashes with my big blue eyes 

Maxillary_Nerve: *groans as i feel your hands on my thighs, my eyes fixed on those blue eyes, melting me 
with their stare, i trace a finger along the side of your face, then across your soft lips, shifting my weight 
before you, suddenly restless in my seat...  

trisha_29: shivers softly at the feel of your finger gliding along my lips...parting my lips and 
darting my little pink tongue out to catch your finger...my tongue curling and stroking along 
your finger before drawing it between my lips...my eyes never leaving yours...pressing my 



fingers to your thighs..slowly turning them in to drag my nails along the inseam of your 
jeans 

Maxillary_Nerve: *curls my finger under her chin tugging her closer, hips moving rhythmically infront of 
her,  heart racing at the touch of her fingers, my free hand caressing your side, feeling the curve of 
yoour slender body*  

blonde_genius: somebody needs to frame tonight's chat 
blonde_genius: lol 
D r a z:  laffs I will  

trisha_29: smiles up at you...shivering as your fingers touch my skin...pressing in 
closer...pushing between your legs...my chest rising and falling with every deep 
breath...digging my fingers into the inside of your thighs...tugging at the inseam of your 
jeans...and standing up slowly...leaning in to kiss you softly....smiles 
Maxillary_Nerve: *reaches his hand behind her head and presses her close as i kiss her back, tongue 

darting to tease hers...my hips grind against the seat, thighs pressing to her fingertips sweat beading on 
my brow*  
blonde_genius: time to jingle more keys 

trisha_29: swirling my tongue slowly...a soft whimper escaping and filling your mouth...sliding 
my fingers slowly from their grip on the inside of your thighs...easing back from the 
kiss..wiping across your brow....turning and sinking my perfectly round ass down into your 
lap....leaning back and looking up with a bratting little smirk...mmmmm you ok babe? grins 
blonde_genius: yes I am okay...oops....you meant max...carry on 
Maxillary_Nerve: flattens his palms out and runs them down your side to your hips, guiding your ass into 

place as i grind beneath you pressing upward as i move your hips in slow circles....nibbling at the nape of 
your neck again, and growling in your ear, ive never been better....  
trisha_29: shivering and swaying my hips side to side slowly as i press my ass back against 
you...my head slowly easing to the side...grinning at the growl to my ear...reaching my hand 
up and looping my arm back around your shoulder...fingers playing with the back of your 
hair lightly 

Maxillary_Nerve: *feeling the sensation of your body as it digs into me...my hands now raking against your 
jeans...fingers digging in as they slowly move up the top from your knee, then falling down your inseam 

from your hips back down again....jeans so tight....*  
Maxillary_Nerve: woops  
trisha_29: sighs softly feeling the heat from your hands through the material of my 
jeans...slowly squirming...my head pressing back against your shoulder...dragging my nails 
along the back of your neck 

 

 

 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
D r a z: stompsmy foot to  the tune  

dirtyrpgirl: hands Draz a jug..................lol 
D r a z: blows in  it  loke a jug band  
Gabriela92: or a Mason jar, Dirty; LOL 

dirtyrpgirl: dances round his stompin foot!!! 
dirtyrpgirl: that too gabi !!!!  woohooooo 
D r a z: watches  dirty as she circles my  foot  

stagforyou_1: must be a bigfoot to dance round ...lol 
dirtyrpgirl: young n dumb !!!! woohoooooo 
dirtyrpgirl: putting my hands on Draz's knee as i shake my hiney back to him...to the beat !!!!! 

D r a z:  whistles  ..............  as watch dirty dance it out  



Gabriela92: good boot-scoot tune. 
dirtyrpgirl: leaning back to him and playing the "air guitar".......using my invisi electric 

slide!!!!!!!!!on my dobro!!! 
dirtyrpgirl: yeah it is gabi !!! 
Gabriela92: slide, slide, stomp, spin... 

stagforyou_1: where is my bib..to catch the drolling 
Gabriela92: scoot, scoot, scoot, clap 
dirtyrpgirl: watches gabi.... 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo gabi !!! 
dirtyrpgirl: wb sync !!!...smiles 

Gabriela92: slide left, clap.... slide right, clap..... 
D r a z:  i aint  gonna worry ...................i aint gonna waste my precious timne  
Gabriela92: half turn...back scoot 3 times..... 

dirtyrpgirl: turns with my arms and hands in the air....giving Draz a lap dance..............shaking 
my hiney behind...and my coochie in the front!!!! 
Gabriela92: forward strut 8 steps... clap left, clap right. 

D r a z:  woo hoo watching that hiney   shake 
dirtyrpgirl: shimmie's down to his knee and sips a sip outa his mason jar....arching my body 
back................ 

D r a z:  woo hoo ........ look at that  hiney   
synchronicity_5: omg dirty mm 
dirtyrpgirl: working my hips left ...to right...then  swaying to ya....letting ya see a peek of the 

white lace thong i have on 
D r a z: smiles eyes focusin on the thong 
dirtyrpgirl: then........with my hand on your knee..my hair hanging in your lap...i lift my booty in 

the air..and step each leg to the beat 
stagforyou_1: lol Draz 
D r a z:  watches  that  booty as it wiggles so provocatively  

Gabriela92: dancing in place, watching Dirty go... giving a big silent "oooooh" with my mouth 
and nodding slowly.... 

Gabriela92: Well, if he'd gone in and out that much for real, I'd have had an orgasm by now; 
LOL 
dirtyrpgirl: standing between Draz's open legs....taking another sip outa his mason jar....then  

handing it back to him......swaying my hips as i lower down squating on the 
floor..........swaying my hips and thighs 
dirtyrpgirl: lmaoo gabi 

dirtyrpgirl: clean up on isle 4 !!!! 
D r a z: woo hoo  dirty ..........  look at that  how do you get so low 
stagforyou_1: more than one i bet Gabri 

dirtyrpgirl: offers sync a "blanket wb !!!" 
Gabriela92: superglues Synch to a barstool so he has to say in the room. 
dirtyrpgirl: looking at Draz as i slowly...softly rub my fingers up my inner thighs....................... 

dirtyrpgirl: waves to tracy !!!!...wb sis !!!!...blows ya a kiss 
stagforyou_1: wb trach hugggs 
D r a z:  grins as i look at dirty;'s inner thighs  

dirtyrpgirl: arching back to let my hands hold my body behind me...letting myself just hunch 
the air ......smiling at Draz 

D r a z:  winks as  i see dirty  hunch an grind   smiling at dirty  
synchronicity_5: stag 
dirtyrpgirl: smiles...@ Draz....can i get a scratch?...giggles 

Gabriela92: undoes the cuffs on my plaid Western shirt and rolls it up above my elbows.... 
D r a z: laffs and scratches  the thighs  as she humps those hips  



dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm   grinds and hunches faster as i feel you 
"scratch" me..... 

D r a z:  woo hoo   look at  that  hiney ..dang that thong dont ghide much  
yay4tatas: good,  
dirtyrpgirl: looking down at how the thong is riding up.......faking a blush...... 

tracyb22: smiles@ faking. hehehe  
dirtyrpgirl: hehee 
dirtyrpgirl: thats the best i can do sis !!! 

dirtyrpgirl: stands back up...sliding the skirt down my body...waves buh bye to sync 
D r a z:  watches as dirty  straighten the tiny skirt # 

dirtyrpgirl: dancing around Draz now...ruffling his hair through my fingers as i shake my hiney 
as i shuffle my feet moving around him 
dirtyrpgirl: sings in your ear...down home blues.................. 

D r a z: smiles as i do  the owl head move through 360  
dirtyrpgirl: grabs Dra'z head..and rubbing his face to my little boobs...as he 360's 
dirtyrpgirl: feeling his nose over the top's material 

D r a z: bbubububububububuubbooooooooo 
dirtyrpgirl: motorboatin !!!! woohoooooooo 
D r a z: laffssssss 

yay4tatas: motorboating is epic i love it hhehe 
Gabriela92: not as much as we do, Yay... hahahaha 
Cheyenne_love: imagine that lol  

dirtyrpgirl: dancing back around Draz's right side...wiggling my hiney as i sway my hips in the 
tight tiny skirt....strutting my long legs seductively 
dirtyrpgirl: lol awww tracy !!!! hb...hugsssssssssssssssssssssss 

dirtyrpgirl: n kissessssssssssssssssssssss too !!!! 
Cheyenne_love: lol 
D r a z: watches  ..pulls my shirt collar out to let out steam  

dirtyrpgirl: bending at my waist...letting my hair fall down as i stretch and wiggle my hiney as 
the tune stops 

Gabriela92: I'm sure if someone motorboated my hiney, I'd probably have to fart; LOL 
dirtyrpgirl: looking at Draz through my legs...winking.....nice spinning there bad 
man....grinning 

forgiveme_asi_havesinned: ummm ewww? 
dirtyrpgirl: mmm favorite place!!! woohoo sis!!! 
D r a z:  winks at  dirty through her legs ,.....nice bit of .,..........spining yourself  

dirtyrpgirl: giggles..why thank you..turns and gives you a big ole kiss 
Cheyenne_love: atleast you are upfront about it lol 
D r a z:  chuckles as I slap that fine hiney 

dirtyrpgirl: jumps and giggles from the slap....... 
D r a z: smiles watching dirty   
dirtyrpgirl: swaying to the tune....... 

dirtyrpgirl: mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm tuneeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 
Gabriela92: mmmmm.... awesome song.... 
Gabriela92: stands up and swivels to the beat.... 

dirtyrpgirl: sipping some water as i watch gabi 
D r a z: watches  gabri ...as the music makes her move  

Gabriela92: grinds my hips in a clockwise circle... 
Gabriela92: tips my cowboy hat backwards a bit on my head..... 
dirtyrpgirl: squirms on the barstool as i watch her grind them hips 

Gabriela92: swivels my right knee around... 
D r a z:  watches  gabri as she   move to  the beat 
Gabriela92: untucks my shirt... 



dirtyrpgirl: the new nic i just gave ya!!! 
Gabriela92: unbuttons it from the bottom.... 

dirtyrpgirl: omg..here it comes Draz...she is untucking her shrt !! yummmy 
Gabriela92: ties the shirttails in a knot just above my belly button... 
dirtyrpgirl: and such a cute bellybutton too ....omg 

dirtyrpgirl: and b4 ya say it shitzu...we love gabi pussy !!!!...laughs 
D r a z: smiles  tosee  the bare belly 
Gabriela92: exaggeratedly thrusts my hips to the left and the right.... 

dirtyrpgirl: moves my head to the thrusts...... 
dirtyrpgirl: i turn into a pumkin at midnight....so if thats ok with you? 

Gabriela92: bends forward and shakes my jeans-clad fanny..... 
D r a z: watches as  the huips sssshake 
dirtyrpgirl: wel you are disturbing gabi's dance now shitzu......so your time is limited here i 

believe....smiles..but thank you for stopping by and please.................dont hurry 
back....smiles 
dirtyrpgirl: omg gabi !!!! damnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn...roflmaooo 

dirtyrpgirl: gulps...as i watch............. 
i_am_lacey: i love this song 
dirtyrpgirl: i love that tushy !!! 

D r a z:  winks  
i_am_lacey: go Gabi! 
dirtyrpgirl: hiya steff...smiles 

Gabriela92: thrusts my hips forward several times and scoots forward on the bar.... 
Gabriela92: puts my fingertips on my chin... 
Gabriela92: slowly drags them down my neck.... 

D r a z:  chuckles as gabri teases with her finger  tips 
Gabriela92: down my breastbone..... through the cleavage..... 
Gabriela92: over my tummy..... 

dirtyrpgirl: rubbing my forehead with the bottle water as i watch those fingers 
Gabriela92: hooks my thumbs in my front belt loops..... 

D r a z: smiles as gabri  slowly  teases 
Gabriela92: gyrates in slow-and-fast circles...... 
dirtyrpgirl: dayum.................... 

dirtyrpgirl: then jeans fit soo well too!!! 
D r a z: did you paint them on ? 
Gabriela92: jumped in from a chair, Draz.... LOL 

dirtyrpgirl: here she goes!!!! the girl loves her some ac/dc !!! 
dirtyrpgirl: lol gabi 
Gabriela92: pulls the waistband of my panties up in the front.... 

D r a z: winks at  gabri .............. as she rock them hips ............... its harder  than a rock  
Gabriela92: stretches them in a rolling motion with both hands.... 
dirtyrpgirl: drams of cameltoe under them jeans...smiles 

D r a z: hi dolce  
Gabriela92: lets them snap back into place... 
dirtyrpgirl: dreams..damnit...cant type when she dances!!! 

D r a z:  smiles at  the gabri tease 
Gabriela92: unsnaps the front of the jeans... 

Gabriela92: a little unzip..... 
Gabriela92: slides my hands around my hips from the front.... 
D r a z: smiles as the zip gives way 

dirtyrpgirl: woohooooo 
Gabriela92: wiggles my fingers into my tight back pockets.... 
dirtyrpgirl: viva Las Vegas !!!!! 



D r a z: gonna set my soul on fire as the zip slides down 
dirtyrpgirl: hehee Draz.... 

Gabriela92: pushes my hands down a few inches.... 
Gabriela92: waistband of the jeans slides down my buns a bit... 
D r a z: looks at that  cute pert  butt 

Gabriela92: just enough that some skin shows below the waistband of the panties.... 
Gabriela92: and a little bit of the butt cleavage.... 
i_am_lacey: whistles at gabi....get it girl! 

Gabriela92: sways slowly left and right..... 
D r a z:   woo  hoo see just abit of  butt crack on gabri 

Gabriela92: slips the jeans back up a smidge, and turns slow circles.... 
Gabriela92: grabs my cowboy hat by the brim and flings it into Dirty's lap.... 
dirtyrpgirl: grabs the cowboy hat and puts it on my head...smiling at gabi 

D r a z: winks at gabri as  she  gets her rock on  ........rag doll  
Gabriela92: lowers the zipper the rest of the way, and folds the top of my jeans down... 
Gabriela92: enough to show the little red embroidered heart on the front of my blank 

panties.... 
D r a z:  woo hoo   gabri   
dirtyrpgirl: omg yessss gabi.....smiles 

D r a z: grisn as gabri continuies with her dance  
dirtyrpgirl: swaying with andrea in my arms...watching gabi dance 
ghost_rider_1976: smiles 

dirtyrpgirl: mmm knows how this tune rocks on gabi !!! 
Gabriela92: rocking hips to front and back.... turning my head to my right shoulder.... letting 
my head loll around in a slow, lazy circle.... 

D r a z: hey did ya boogie too  .......... did ya .....looks at gabr .....which way do we go from here 
? 
Gabriela92: undoes the knot in my shirt... letting the lapels fall loose.... 

Gabriela92: fans it open and closed a few times... 
Gabriela92: walks the length of the bar, swinging my left foot way across the right, then right 

way across the left..... 
D r a z: grins watching gabri and her fann...............ing 
Gabriela92: drops to my knees at the end of the bar.... 

D r a z: watchesas gabri shake s her moneymaker 
Gabriela92: leans backwards until my hair touches the shiny.... wood surface...... 
D r a z: eyes wabndering up gabris  thighs .......as she lean s back 

ghost_rider_1976: damn  
Gabriela92: reaches back with my hands and pushes my shoulders off the bar, into a 
crabwalk.... 

ghost_rider_1976: um 
D r a z: turns the fan on rider in case he over heats 
Gabriela92: slowly crabwalks down the bar.... stopping at each person and shaking my arched 

hips a few times..... 
D r a z:  shake yourmoney maker 
Gabriela92: leaps up to the new song..... 

Gabriela92: shrugs the shirt off my shoulders..... 
ghost_rider_1976: thank you Draz always lookin out for me lol 
D r a z: watches as  gabri  gets into the AC/DC ............ upto my neck in there 
Gabriela92: swings it over my head and throws it into Six's face..... 
dirtyrpgirl: takes my hand in andrea's...and whispers into her ear...then we sneek up the 

stairs......giggling.......... 
D r a z: upto my neck in pleasure .watching  gabri dance 
D r a z: winking watching dirty and andrea disappear 



ghost_rider_1976: awww man 
Gabriela92: puts my hands up over my head and flaps my elbows from the side to the front 

several times..... 
ghost_rider_1976: watching the hotties disappear.......have fun you two 
Gabriela92: smiles at Andrea and Dirty as they saunter up the stairs.... 

Gabriela92: puckers a kiss in their direction.... 
Gabriela92: rolls my shoulders, strutting forward down the bar.... 
ghost_rider_1976: heehee 

Gabriela92: sweeps up the drink nozzle on the way.... 
Gabriela92: spritzes cold club soda all over my shoulders and chest..... 

D r a z:  so cute  she know s   how  to rock and roll  
Gabriela92: my thin nylon bra turns virtually transparent..... 
D r a z: watches gabris breasts  in the bra  

Gabriela92: lets my fingertips touch, linger, and slowly circle the nipples through the thing 
fabric...... 
D r a z:  woo hoo gabri  ,............ nice 

D r a z: watches as  thr nipples perk 
D r a z: the^ 
ghost_rider_1976: Gabi you're lookin good as always 

Gabriela92: ty, Ghost 
ghost_rider_1976: my pleasure 
BT588: looks... 

Gabriela92: snatches one of the towels from the stack at the end of the bar..... 
Gabriela92: drapes it over my shoulders, and flips my hair up over it..... 
D r a z: watches as  gabri flicks her hair  

Gabriela92: reaches between my breasts and unhooks the bra..... 
ghost_rider_1976: o m g 
Gabriela92: lets it fall to the bar, using the hanging towel to cover my boobs.... 

D r a z: grins and slides  the bra with  gabris other  clothes  
Gabriela92: clutches the ends of the towel with my hands..... 

Gabriela92: moves my hands around a little bit as I sway to the music... giving little glimpses 
from different directions..... 
D r a z:  grins watching gabri teasewith towel 

Gabriela92: turns my bare back to the group..... 
D r a z: smilesat  theglimpsdesweget 
Gabriela92: swings my hips to the left and right, realllllly slowwwwwwly..... 

D r a z: smiles watchng the thigh muscles flexand straighten as  she swings  the hips 
Gabriela92: leaves the towel to hang on its own for a moment.... 
D r a z: catches glimpses of whats under  the towel  

Gabriela92: pushes the back of the jeans slowly down again, exposing all of my panties and 
buns..... 
Gabriela92: rocks hips left and right..... 

D r a z: enjoys  the view of the panties  
Gabriela92: pulls them back up a bit.... 
D r a z: stomps  to the beat a i watch gabri  

Gabriela92: keeping my back to everyone.... takes one end of the towel in my hand and yanks it 
off my shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: looking back over my shoulder with a coy, sly smile.... 
D r a z:  grins as we seee the  bare   back  
Gabriela92: dancing completely topless, but mostly hidden.... 

D r a z: winksat gabri  
D r a z: seeing hints from theside of perky  breasts  
Gabriela92: parts the hair at the back of my neck and flips it over the front of my shoulders.... 



Gabriela92: nothing covering me in the back from the waist up..... 
D r a z: smiles as i look up the flexible back bone  

Gabriela92: drapes my hair over my breasts, making sure I'm at least nominally "covered" 
before turning to face everyone..... 
Gabriela92: shimmies my tummy to the left and right..... 

D r a z: smiles at gabri and walks to  the front of  the stage with a 100 in my hand  
Gabriela92: rolling my abdomen from ribs to hips..... 
Gabriela92: tugs out the waistband of my panties to accept Draz's bill..... 

D r a z: smiles as i look inside  the waist band and smiles before sl;ipping the 100 in  
Gabriela92: grabs Draz's wrist before he can move away, and places his palm flat on my 

stomach and holds it there with one hand while I continue to gyrate..... 
ghost_rider_1976: stumbles 
D r a z:  grinsassmy handfeelsthe young musclesin my big  fingersasgabri dances   

Gabriela92: slides his hand slowly upward until his fingertips disappear under the ends of my 
hair.... 
Gabriela92: just letting them graze... 

D r a z: lifts the hair thrtough my fingers 
D r a z:  wtching asit tumbles through catching the light  
Gabriela92: smiles craftily and winks at Draz just as he makes contact with the bottom of the 

soft, rounded flesh..... 
Gabriela92: then pushes his hand slowly back down my tummy.... 
D r a z:  smilesasifeel the softnessin   andsee under thehair  

Gabriela92: slips my hands up under my hair and cups my boobs..... 
D r a z: smiles as my hand slides..the tips  touching the waist band  
ghost_rider_1976: da.......yum 

Gabriela92: feeling their warmth and fullness in my palms and fingers....... 
D r a z:  grins  as i feel the ripple of muscles in my palm 
Gabriela92: swings my head around in a rapid circle, swinging my hair off my shoulders..... 

D r a z:  smiling as i slwoy back away fromn the stage as i watch gabri toss her hair 
Gabriela92: drops to my knees, and then onto my stomach on the stage... 

ghost_rider_1976: when I die I wanna come back as a stage hehe 
Gabriela92: takes the nearest customer's drink, and pours it onto the stage right in front of me, 
making it slippery.... 

ghost_rider_1976: interesting 
Gabriela92: uses the slippery floor to slide my chest forward across the stage..... 

ghost_rider_1976: smiles.......wow........  

D r a z: watches as gabri moves along the stage  
Gabriela92: reaches under to cup my boobs again..... 

Gabriela92: rolls over onto my back, and scoots down the stage on my  shoulder blades..... 
 

D r a z: grisn watching gabri as  she throbbs  to the beat   
ghost_rider_1976: smiles watching Gabi look um.....hot and sexy and stuff.......... 
Gabriela92: stands and walks over toward the LAB merchandise rack.... 

Gabriela92: takes an LAB ribbed tanktop off the shelf.... turns my back to the crowd and 
stretches it over my head and shoulders.... 
Gabriela92: tugs it down over my boobs..... 

D r a z:  smiles as i see  the snug fuit over  your breast 
six4andalwaysmore: ooo i picked a good time to return! 
Gabriela92: oh, crap.... this is a Child Medium, not an Adult Medium...  oh, well..... 

ghost_rider_1976: yes six you did hehe 
D r a z: smiles it ceratinly accentuates the positive  
Gabriela92: kinda lets things hang out a bit on the sides and bottom edges..... 



six4andalwaysmore: < kinda likes 
D r a z: watches gabri  becoming thunderstruck 

Gabriela92: crawls down the stage... 
Gabriela92: boobies hanging provocatively in the too-small tank top... 
ghost_rider_1976: ohhhhhhhhhhhh ok 

D r a z: grins as i lok at gabri ..........just as in her profile pic 
Gabriela92: rolls the torso.... 
Gabriela92: bends quickly at the waist, letting my hands slap the floor.... 

ghost_rider_1976: um 
Gabriela92: tossing my hair downward, then back up over my shoulders.... 

Gabriela92: runs my fingers up through my hair...  
six4andalwaysmore: and i know gabi is doing this just for me 
six4andalwaysmore: well, a guy can dream anyway 

forgiveme_asi_havesinned: umm yes she is dude 
Gabriela92: bouncing my left knee while keeping my right leg rigid..... 
Gabriela92: OK, time for a drink! 

Gabriela92: thank you for flying with Gabi Air..... LOL 
ghost_rider_1976: lmao Gabi Air 
Gabriela92: enjoy your final destination; LOL 

six4andalwaysmore: o i have a destination for you 
D r a z: woo hoo. stands and applauds   gabri  
six4andalwaysmore: destination mt. sixmore 

Gabriela92: hahaha... how did I know a line like that was coming? LOL 
ghost_rider_1976: say um do y'all have a Mile High Club on your airline? :P 
D r a z: what wiould  you like to drinik ??????????? 

ghost_rider_1976: mt sixmore? 
ghost_rider_1976: lmao 
six4andalwaysmore: yup, just made that up 

six4andalwaysmore: and...i'll use it again, it's just that good lol 
Gabriela92: haha, awesome 

ghost_rider_1976: applauds Gabi........very hot hon 
D r a z: laffsssssssssss 
D r a z: we dont have those giant billboards you do by  the sides of roads rider 

 

Gabriela92: steps left, steps right... claps... shuffles forward three steps 
Gabriela92: turns 180 degrees... 

Gabriela92: shuffles backwards.... 
trisha_29: grins watching...eyes taking in every move..shifting a bit and pressing back against 
one of the jets 

Gabriela92: tosses my head to both shoulder... 
Gabriela92: s 
synchronicity_5: smiles at Gabriela dancing 

Gabriela92: nods left, nods right, claps 
synchronicity_5: her hair waving 
mrcountry_1: turns to watch gabriela dance, what moves 

dirtyrpgirl: looking over at gabi as she starts to dance.....i do love how that girl 
dances....whew.....grinning 
Maxillary_Nerve: mumbles to himself...screwit....drops his jeans, steps out of them and then into the warm 

steamy water,  slightly hotter than he had expected making him grin,  
Maxillary_Nerve: as he settles down below the water, and slides his way over to settle next to trisha.  
Gabriela92: shakes my head, hair flying out horizontally a bit 

mrcountry_1: hot coffee, mmmm hot tub, nice 



synchronicity_5: Gabriela moving is a pleasure to watch 
dirtyrpgirl: too late aw......i wanted a guy to dance since i got here....gabi has the moves 

now.....smiles 
trisha_29: draws in a deep breath....glancing at max next to me out of the corner of my eye 
Gabriela92: struts down the stage... 

Gabriela92: throws a fist in the air.... 
trisha_29: laughs as water splashes from the dancing 
Gabriela92: swings my arm in a big circle 

synchronicity_5: watches Gabriela go for it 
Gabriela92: slides my feet out to both sides, dropping to the stage.... 

Maxillary_Nerve: *smirks and catches trisha enjoying the warmth*  
trisha_29: laughs 
dirtyrpgirl: grabs some ruby red lipstick and writes on a LAB napkin...and hold's it up so Max 

can see it.................YOU TEASE !!! 
Gabriela92: forward roll back to my feet.... 
Gabriela92: shakes my left hip several times to the beat... 

synchronicity_5: smiles watching Gabriela 
Gabriela92: exaggerated stomps down the stage..... 
Gabriela92: slowly down into the splits.... 

Gabriela92: scissors my right leg over my left... then left over right... 
D r a z: grins watching gabri ........... dirty shes good yes ? 
synchronicity_5: moves my feet to the beat watching gabi lengthy legs 

Gabriela92: spins over onto my stomach... 
mrcountry_1: all in perfect time, wow, wahtta dance 
mrcountry_1: bravo 

trisha_29: waits for max to settle his dancing moves down so i can move in a lil closer lol 
Gabriela92: hops to my feet...puts my hands up into my hair... 
Maxillary_Nerve: *smirks and stops dancing and tugs trisha close to me, wrapping my arms round her*  

Gabriela92: rolling my head around my neck to the rhythm of AC DC starting 
mrcountry_1: you go gabriela 

synchronicity_5: yes Gabriela 
Gabriela92: thrusting left hip, then right, as I walk down the length of the stage..... 
trisha_29: laughs...you sure? dont want to stop ya from getting your move on ya know...lol 
D r a z: watches gabri  as she lets it rock  
synchronicity_5: follows Gabriela with my eyes 
Maxillary_Nerve: chuckles. crystal clear  

Gabriela92: stops suddenly and snap my fingers overhead to the beat.... 
Gabriela92: letting my right leg flex and bounce to the rhythm... 
Gabriela92: kicks it over my shoulder at the hesitation in the song 

mrcountry_1: snaps fingers along encouraging more moves yet from gabriela 
synchronicity_5: oh my  
trisha_29: wiggles in close....splashing the water around us 

synchronicity_5: cheers gabi 
Maxillary_Nerve: grins at the wiggle through the steam  
Gabriela92: pulls my shirt out of my jeans and knots the hem of it at my rib cage.... 

Gabriela92: showing my bare tummy.... 
synchronicity_5: yummy that tummy 

mrcountry_1: yummy tummy gabi 
Gabriela92: gyrates my torso in slow circles above my hips.... 
mrcountry_1: rock on 

Gabriela92: slides my hands slowly up from my hips to my ribs... 
D r a z: woohoo rock it babe we are thunderstruck 
dirtyrpgirl: yayyyy gabi !!! stands on the barstool applauding....... 



synchronicity_5: eyes locked on Gabriela 
Gabriela92: slow, sudden moves in the flashing strobe to the sounds of "Rock On".... 

Gabriela92: swings my left arm up... punches it forward....swings it back. 
Gabriela92: grabs the front of my shirt and rips it apart, popping a few buttons as I strut down 
the stage.... 

Maxillary_Nerve: *presses a kiss to trisha's shoulder*  
dirtyrpgirl: woohoo gabi !!!! 
synchronicity_5: jaw drops 

synchronicity_5: wow 
mrcountry_1: let it loose gabi, wheeee 

Gabriela92: royal blue bra showing under my powder blue plaid button down blouse.... 
synchronicity_5: beautiful 
D r a z:  woo hoo  gabri 

Gabriela92: swings right arm in a rock guitar power chord move.... 
mrcountry_1: leans closer to runway too, oh my 
trisha_29: shivers at the warm kiss to my shoulder...looking back..smiling 

synchronicity_5: eyes locked on gabri 
Gabriela92: drops to my knees on the stage and leans backwards until my hair touches the 
floor... 

synchronicity_5: she mesmerizes 
Gabriela92: playing air guitar as I scoot forward on my shins..... 
mrcountry_1: she sure does synch, wow 

Gabriela92: tossing my head left and right, letting my hair fly.... 
synchronicity_5: and plays a mean air guitar mmm 
Gabriela92: rolling my head in slow, then fast, circles..... 

Gabriela92: strumming the imaginary strings on my stomach..... 
synchronicity_5: she does rock  
mrcountry_1: all eyes on gabriela now, wonderful dance, wtggg 

D r a z: growls watching gabri dance 
Gabriela92: Texas boyyyyyyyyyyyyyzzzzzzzzzz!!!!!! 

Maxillary_Nerve: smiling back at trisha, eyeing her  
synchronicity_5: closes his mouth  
Gabriela92: stands up and turns back to the audience, giving a view of some Texas Tush...... 

synchronicity_5: wish I was a Texas boy 
Gabriela92: swings buns to the left and right 
dirtyrpgirl: love that tush !!!!! 

synchronicity_5: but gotta love that rush 
Gabriela92: left, right, left left left right right right. 
synchronicity_5: mmmm damn them Texas buns are hot 

dirtyrpgirl: heheee...you know it girl !!!!! 
mrcountry_1: lovely tush, dont have to be from texas to appreciate a lovely Texas tush!!! 
trisha_29: blinks my eyes a few times at max 

synchronicity_5: repositions my sitting 
Gabriela92: undoes the top of the jeans.... lowers the back a few inches to show a little of the 
Tush..... 

synchronicity_5: mmmm 
Gabriela92: tapping foot to the drum.... 

mrcountry_1: just keeps watch on gabriela, fine dancing, great moves gabriela 
Gabriela92: clapping over my left shoulder..... 
synchronicity_5: focused on her dancing 

Gabriela92: gyrating hips slowly in horizontal circles.... 
Maxillary_Nerve: grins  
synchronicity_5: amazing  



mrcountry_1: and she never gets tired, great dancing 
Gabriela92: undoes knot in the shirt and lets it fall to the stage.... 

mrcountry_1: love royal blue 
Gabriela92: matches my shoes, mrcountry... 
synchronicity_5: watches gabi Curves 

D r a z: smiles as i watch  arouse  the room 
mrcountry_1: and heels are so high, how tall you are lithe dancing 
Maxillary_Nerve: *shifts his weight*  

Gabriela92: scoops an ice cube out of Synch's drink and rubs it over my shoulders and down 
the center of my sternum..... 

mrcountry_1: hopes to catch a royal blue heel,  
synchronicity_5: leans forward not missing anything 
synchronicity_5: licking my lips smiling 

trisha_29: wiggles around a little 
Gabriela92: gets down on hands and knees and crawls toward mrcountry's seat next to the 
stage.... 

Gabriela92: grabs his Fat Tire and takes a long swig..... 
mrcountry_1: just sitting transfixed in seat, mesmerized by the dance 
mrcountry_1: drink it all, i t is yours  

Gabriela92: rubs the bottle down between the curves of my boobs.... 
mrcountry_1: oh yesss 
Gabriela92: then hands it back to mrcountry.... 

synchronicity_5: mmmmm gabi 
mrcountry_1: accepts it and rubs his cheeks with it, mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
Gabriela92: gets back up on my feet and lifts my hair off my shoulders.... 

mrcountry_1: ty gabriela, love to watch you dance 
Maxillary_Nerve: *closes his eyes, enjoying the sensation of the tub*  
mrcountry_1: scent of perfume on fat tire bottle, permeates my breathing 

D r a z: smiles watching gabri ..and watchinfg the mesmerised faces  
Gabriela92: slips off my shoes momentarily... 

mrcountry_1: breathing deep, ty for the bottle scented gabri 
synchronicity_5: smiles as my eyes are locked on Gabriela s shapes and lines 
Gabriela92: undoes the jean's snap..... 

Gabriela92: lowers the zipper... 
mrcountry_1: eys on thos shoes as you slender feet show  
Gabriela92: shimmies them down my hips.... 

synchronicity_5: holds breath 
Gabriela92: lets them fall to my ankles.... 
Gabriela92: puts the heels back on... 

dirtyrpgirl: woohoo gabi !!!!!....watching as them jeans lower 
mrcountry_1: ooooooooo, wow 
synchronicity_5: jaw drops 

mrcountry_1: go gabri go 
synchronicity_5: wow 
Gabriela92: pulls the waistband sideways off the hips.... 

mrcountry_1: just enjoys all of gabri and her dance 
Gabriela92: lets it snap back in place.... 

Gabriela92: turns my buns to the audience.... 
mrcountry_1: breathing accelerated now,  
synchronicity_5: oh my gabri you do turn the heat on 

Gabriela92: lowers the panties halfway down my cheeks.... 
Gabriela92: choo choos them left and right.... 
mrcountry_1: beautiful gabri, simply beautiful 



synchronicity_5: I do love them Texas buns 
Gabriela92: slaps my right cheek with my right palm.... 

Maxillary_Nerve: looks around the room  
mrcountry_1: smilessssssssssss . . . . a dancer such as i have never seen before, very nice gabri 
Gabriela92: More, More, More!!!!!! 

D r a z: and the crowd lets out a yell ...............more more more  
synchronicity_5: whistles at gabriela  
Gabriela92: swings my right arm over my head, as if cracking a whip.... 

synchronicity_5: joins in the more shout  
mrcountry_1: everything you do, you do it so well gabri 

mrcountry_1: More, More, More!!!!!!!!!! 
mrcountry_1: dancer extraordinaireeeeeeeeeeeee 
Gabriela92: drops to my hands and knees and slowly crawls down the stage like a feral 

animal.... 
synchronicity_5: heart beat racing watching  
mrcountry_1: watching to see where the stage leads feral animal, ooooh 

Gabriela92: comes back to mrcountry's beer bottle.... 
mrcountry_1: pulse pulsating, to the music beat 
Gabriela92: runs my tongue up and down the side of the bottle's neck, very provocatively.... 

mrcountry_1: just sits stunned and smiles,,, oh myu 
Gabriela92: then around the rim of the bottle.... 
mrcountry_1: hot gabri, very hot, wtgggg 

Gabriela92: sticking my tongue down into the bottle opening a few times.... 
synchronicity_5: you gotta love bill idol  
mrcountry_1: oh use my bottle gabri, smilesssss 

Gabriela92: mouth slipping down over the bottleneck a few times.... 
synchronicity_5: damn gabi, can you be too hot?  
Gabriela92: onto my knees...  

mrcountry_1: heart pumping so fast now, but enjoying every second 
Gabriela92: leaning backwards... 

Gabriela92: bouncing my hips.... 
reforger2002: you people still up 
mrcountry_1: looking over gabris head and enjoying what he sees 

D r a z:  loks at gabri holds out a $100 
synchronicity_5: oh my what a sight  
Gabriela92: scoots my bottom across the stage toward Draz.... 

Gabriela92: then log rolling the last several feet.... 
mrcountry_1: yes it is synch, thru the vally of the royal blue bra, mmm 
mrcountry_1: oh my that was lovely 

Gabriela92: draping my knees over Draz's shoulders at the edge of the stage... 
reforger2002: diryt 
mrcountry_1: and licks beer bottle used by gabri 

synchronicity_5: sizzling  
dirtyrpgirl: standing back on the barstool....applauding and screaming !!! dam gabi !! what 
moves !!! 

reforger2002: wow I should come here this late more often 
mrcountry_1: watching gabri with draz, licking and sucking the bolttle, oh myh 

Gabriela92: wrapping my legs around Draz's neck and pulling his head down onto my bare 
tummy.... 
reforger2002: molves over to dirty to get better view 

dirtyrpgirl: smiling at froger...gabi was putting on one hellofa show...dancing her ass off !!! 
Gabriela92: putting my hand on the back of his head.... 
D r a z: smiles sand slips the bill in gabris pants 



mrcountry_1: moves behind draz to get a better view, oooh la la . . . smilessssssss 
Gabriela92: gyrates my hips as Draz slips the bill in..... 

Maxillary_Nerve: shifts his weight eyes fixed  
reforger2002: woot 
Gabriela92: pouring a little sugar on.... 

D r a z:  grinsas i look down at the hot wet pants 
mrcountry_1: just enjoying gabri and dance, hoping it never stops, awesome gabri, enjoy so 
draz, mmm 

Gabriela92: trying to be very sticky sweet.... 
reforger2002: hmmm nice crisp 1000 

dirtyrpgirl: giggles..just one? 
reforger2002: maybe 
Gabriela92: slides over to Reforger... 

reforger2002: smiles 
Gabriela92: tugs out the front of my panties a little so he has a place to put that bill.... 
reforger2002: slips it in 

dirtyrpgirl: hehee..you go gabi !!! damn you earned it !!! 
mrcountry_1: gabri is gonna make the archive tonite, ooooh la la 
Gabriela92: smiles and leans forward to put a gentle kiss on Reforger's cheek..... 

Gabriela92: stands back up so I have room to shake the moneymaker..... 
Gabriela92: rocks my hips forward to the beat.... 
synchronicity_5: shake it gabriela  

mrcountry_1: hold up the fat tire bottle, watching gabri over the top of it 
Gabriela92: takes the beer bottle from mrcountry... 
mrcountry_1: hopes the fat tire genie bottle will let gabri finish in it  

mrcountry_1: gabri in a bottle, mmmmmmmmmm love my beer 
Gabriela92: pulls out the front of the panties, and pours a little beer inside... 
D r a z: winks dirty  

dirtyrpgirl: i do have a dance i was supposed to do once....but never got the chance...laughs 
mrcountry_1: watches gabri and the bottle, anticiapatin what might happen next, mmm 

Gabriela92: pours the rest of it over my shoulders and chest..... 
mrcountry_1: gabri, Gabri, GABRIELA!!! 
mrcountry_1: oh wow, i have nver enjoyed a beer as much as this one!! 

Gabriela92: runs the bottle up and down the center of my chest a few times, very 
lasciviously..... 
synchronicity_5: imagination running wild lol  

mrcountry_1: smiles, wtg gabri 
reforger2002: GabGAB GAB 
Gabriela92: hands the empty back to mrcountry.... 

Gabriela92: stands back up and struts toward the back of the stage.... 
reforger2002: keep that bottle country 
Gabriela92: bends at the waist and looks back between my knees.... 

mrcountry_1: image running wild, but imagination is being fed by gabri, i am ho9lin on to the 
bottle, best beer i eve had 
synchronicity_5: smiles at gabi  

Gabriela92: grabbing my ankles.... 
mrcountry_1: bottle is no Top Shelf!!!!! 

reforger2002: LOUD WHISTLE 
mrcountry_1: is so* 
dirtyrpgirl: woohoo gabi !!! damn that was soo hot !!! thank YOU !!!!!! 

D r a z: looks back at gabri   
Gabriela92: pumping my hips in a circle to the beat..... 
mrcountry_1: wooo hooo, still want to get a shoe too, maybe next time  



synchronicity_5: oh my i whisper  
mrcountry_1: wtggg gabri, wonderful bravo bravo, wtgg 

Gabriela92: flexes my buns to the beat.... left.... right...... left.... right...... 
mrcountry_1: what style gabri, what presentation, whatta dance, great 
Gabriela92: She Grooves With Mr. Bones.... 

synchronicity_5: you indeed do gabri, grins  
Gabriela92: turns my back to the audience.... 
synchronicity_5: and what a back ........  

mrcountry_1: you sure do groove gabri, wtg 
D r a z:  watches  gabri as  she looks back at us  

Gabriela92: undoes the bra and holds it up for a sec before putting it back on.... 
mrcountry_1: love that royal blue 
synchronicity_5: blue was my fav colour already smiles  

Gabriela92: turns back to the group, and laughs.... 
Gabriela92: walks downstage..... 
synchronicity_5: stands up and applauds loud  

mrcountry_1: watching gabri with bottle clenched in two hands 
Gabriela92: hops off the stage and grabs a robe.... 
Gabriela92: time for a cold drink.... 

mrcountry_1: stand up with sycnh and applauds too, great bravo bravo 
synchronicity_5: amazing gabriela *claps  
dirtyrpgirl: woohoo gabi !!! that was awsome !!! 

Gabriela92: ty, ty, all. 
D r a z: applauds  gabri wildly ...............hoots and hollers  
dirtyrpgirl: no thank YOU...smiles 

synchronicity_5: sizzling dance gabriela, wow  
D r a z:  slids her a corona 
mrcountry_1: terrifc gabri, buys gabri cold drink and slips her a $500 bill in her hand, thanks 

you gabri 
Gabriela92: runs the Corona over my face, neck, shoulders, and chest to cool down a bit... 

mrcountry_1: im very glad i was here to see you dance 
Gabriela92: thank you, mrcountry.... that's too generous. 
dirtyrpgirl: smiling at gabi....you need that for sure...... 

mrcountry_1: oh this bottle was worth every bit of it 
mrcountry_1: thanks 
Gabriela92: lol... send it to the Smithsonian. 

mrcountry_1: best dance i have ever seen 
synchronicity_5: a great dance gabriela  
Gabriela92: thanks, Synch 

synchronicity_5: thank you for it, you are amazing  
synchronicity_5: smiles at gabi  
Gabriela92: blows Synch a kiss. 

i_am_lacey: hi sync 
synchronicity_5: catches it and blows one back  
Gabriela92: that was fun... cleared my head a bit, too. 

mrcountry_1: the beat of the music still rining in ears and bringing images forward 
mrcountry_1: ringing* 

synchronicity_5: cheers gabi  
mrcountry_1: Draz, ty so much for the music, for the dance, awesome 
dirtyrpgirl: hehe gabi....seems to have indeed... 

synchronicity_5: well gabriela, u leave my head spinning smiles  
Gabriela92: lol 
D r a z: we workl  together tomake it memorable  



mrcountry_1: i believe you have given a new meaning to dancing here 
mrcountry_1: and you have made i memorable Draz and Gabriela!!!! 

Gabriela92: Oh, Trish and Dirty and Lacey do far sexier dances than that. 
Gabriela92: they even get me excited; LOL 
synchronicity_5: hush gabriela  

mrcountry_1: LOL gabri 
i_am_lacey: gabi i'm sorry i wasn't here to see you dance this evening, but i have no doubt that 

you hold your own quite well  

dirtyrpgirl: grins 

dirtyrpgirl: she damn sure does lacey...winks 

i_am_lacey:  
synchronicity_5: she does indeed lacey  

i_am_lacey: i've danced with her....i know  

mrcountry_1: yes she held her own, and she held the room mesmerized  
Gabriela92: I just try to project it in my own mind, and type that out. 

Gabriela92: sometimes it works 
mrcountry_1: gn gabri, i did have fun, ty so much 

 

 


